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Data Controller 
Name: TimeRepo Technologies Inc. 
Point of Contact: support@timerepo.co 
 

Data Processing 
TimeRepo Technologies Inc. processes data for three categories of users, Organizations, 
Organization Owners and Employees. 
 

- Organizations are meant to represent a business 
- Organization Owners are meant to represent an owner of a business. An organization 

can only have 1 organization owner. 
- Employees are meant to represent employees of a business. 

 
Data processed that is deemed ‘personal’ by the GDPR for Organizations are 

- Name 
- Timezone 
- Country 
- State (where applicable) 

 
 
Data processed that is deemed ‘personal’ by the GDPR for Organization Owners are 

- First Name 
- Last Name 
- Email (work/personal) 
- Timezone 
- IP Address (anonymized) 
- Billing Address 

 
Data processed that is deemed ‘personal’ by the GDPR for Employees are 

- First Name 
- Last Name 
- Email (work/personal) 
- Timezone 
- IP Address (anonymized) 
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Purposes Of Data Processing 
TimeRepo Technologies Inc. processes the data mentioned above because that data helps 
provide a useful and productive service to our users. For example, we collect first name and last 
name for employees because user’s of our service need to be able to identify each other easily 
on our platform. 
 
 
Reasons For Processing Each Piece Of Data 
Organizations 

- Name 
- The organization name helps users easily identify which account they belong to 

and which account they will be joining when signing up (via invites). 
- Timezone 

- Providing a timezone helps the organization keep accurate records of employee 
hours (for better government compliance). It also helps us present information to 
the user that is in their timezone for a better user experience. 

- Country & State 
- The organization’s country and state are used to enrich the user experience by 

providing helpful information (e.g. showing public holiday icons in the timesheet 
reporting and reviewing experience) 

 
 
 
 
Organization Owners & Employees 

- First & Last Name 
- Employees are asked to provide their first and last name for the sole purpose of 

making it easy and efficient to identify each other (within the same organization) 
on our platform 

- Email 
- An employee’s email is used for uniquely identifying users on our platform and for 

contacting the user regarding any important changes to their account or for any 
notification they consented to receive. 

- Timezone 
- This piece of data is only collected if the user provides it (usually for the reason 

being that the employees timezone differs from the organizations timezone). The 
reason for collecting it is the same as the organization’s timezone, to help keep 
accurate records of employee hours and an improved user experience. 

- IP Address 
- The IP Address of the user is anonymized (e.g. 120.2.3.x → 120.2.3.0) for 

security purposes. 
- We collect the IP Address for tracking the different places a user has logged in 

from so we can notify the user of any suspicious activity on their account (i.e the 



user always logs in from Toronto, Canada but a recent login was successfully 
attempted with an IP Address based in Australia) 

- Billing Address 
- Billing address can only be provided by organization owners that have accrued 

charges on their account. It is for the sole purpose of providing a payment 
method that we can charge for accruing charges on our platform. 

 
 
 
Transfers Of Data To A Third Country (Some Details Redacted) 
TimeRepo Technologies Inc. uses Amazon Web Services (a cloud service) to store all personal 
data collected. The infrastructure used to store the personal data is located in the United States 
with safeguards in place to prevent unauthorized access, 

- Encryption-At-Rest  
 
 
Time Limits For Erasure Of Data 
TimeRepo Technologies Inc. does not erase data that belongs to accounts regardless of how 
long the account has been inactive for. We only erase data for an account by request of the 
respective account owner. When a request to close an account has been submitted and 
accepted, we immediately erase the account data on our active infrastructure to prevent access 
to a closed account. 
 
Moreover, we have cold-storage configured were we store backups of our data and in those 
backups the account data would still persist for at most 30 days after the account data was 
erased from our active infrastructure.  
 
TLDR; At most 30 days after a request to close an account was accepted. 
 
 
Technical Security Measures (Some Details Redacted) 
TimeRepo Technologies Inc. has the following technical security measures in place to 
prevent data breaches and unauthorized access to personal data. 
 
Technical Security Measures 

- All databases have Encryption-At-Rest 
- All website and web application connections require HTTPS 
- 2-factor authentication is available to all users of our platform at no cost 


